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You've been dying to know what happened when Rick and the group disguised themselves as
walkers to blend in and escape Alexandria. Well, it's almost here. The second half of season six
will be here on February 14th but let's make sure you're ready for it.
There was tons of action in the first half of the season, but we were (somehow) able to pare it
down to the 7 most shocking moments that happened in season six of The Walking Dead to get
you caught up. Here they are:

1. The Death of Carter – We got the feeling he was going to be a central character this season,
and well, we thought wrong. He had his chance…After a gruesome bite in the face, Carter cried
hysterically until Rick did what he had to do...an ice pick to the back of the head. Quick and clean.

2. The Horn - Nooooo!!! Just when it looked like the plan to lead the massive herd of walkers
away from Alexandria was working, a horn goes off out of the blue. The sound leads half the
walkers back to Alexandria, and the scene fading to black with just the sound of the horn, made it
even eerier.

3. The Wolves Attack - One second you're enjoying the calm and quiet of Alexandria and the
next -- mayhem. We're used to extreme violence, but this was something different. The Wolves
seem to enjoy slaughtering people for the pure joy of it.

4. Glenn's Death - This might rank as the most shocking death in the series, and Glenn goes out
as only he could — gruesome and dramatic. Falling into a crowd of walkers to his death now

ranks as the series most shocking, knocking off the beheading of Hershel by the Governor in
season four. But, is Glenn really dead? The Internet almost tipped over with all the speculating.

5. The Watchtower Comes Down - As our heroes watch the green balloons rise and float off into
the sky from the other side of the fence, a feeling of hope comes over them. That's wiped away in
a second as the watchtower slowly starts to wobble and then come down directly on the perimeter
fence. The damage allows the herd of walkers to flow directly into Alexandria. Hope quickly turns
to chaos.

6. Carol, The Ninja Assassin - Not only has Carol become an awesome killing machine, but
she's also a master of blending into the environment and her enemy. She showed these skills
once again while fighting the Wolves in episode two. She kills first and asks questions, well, never.

7. Glenn Lives! - In episode seven we all stood up and cheered when we found out that Glenn
was able to escape the dumpster full of walkers by sliding through the bottom. Those intestines
they snacked on were from Nicholas, who took the easy way out. Thankfully, Glenn was able to
wait out the walkers for a couple days before making his escape.

So what's to come in the second half of season six? Find out February 14th when the characters
return to Alexandria for another epic adventure! You don't want to miss a moment...trust us.

